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ABSTRACT
While co-located social media previously has been employed to
enhance interaction in community building activities in previous
work, its range of effects have not been quantitatively described.
In this study, we introduce a co-located social media app called
SpeakUp to a community building project in the Za’atari Syrian
refugee camp in Jordan. To overcome issues such as the lack of
Internet access, we purposefully adapted the design of the application and ported its server to a low cost single board computer
on a Raspberry Pi. We explore the effects of SpeakUp through
field experiments with one control and two treatment groups, as
well as with interviews and observations. Our results show that
SpeakUp significantly increases refugees’ level of participation and
sense of community. Importantly, with the use of the application,
female and male participants demonstrate no significant differences
in participation, showing that the use of such applications can be
equalizing. We also found that co-located social media supports
asynchronous interaction when outside-the-classroom activities
are involved.
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INTRODUCTION

As documented in the Syrian refugee crisis, when the displaced
are fleeing or settled into a temporary place, mobile technologies
and Internet access have become crucial communication tools to
maintain contact with family members and friends scattered around
the world [59].
Accordingly, service providers are actively seeking opportunities
to make use of these technologies in order to help refugees coping
with such dire situations. For instance, Google launched an application named Crisis Info Hub in Greece to help newly refugees access
critical information [16]. Research communities also respond by
conducting and advocating targeted projects to alleviate the disastrous situation. For example, Talhouk et al. explored mobile phone
usage in improving antenatal health for Syrian refugees in Lebanon
[51]. Barnoff et al. used near field communication technology with
feature phones to help newly arrived refugees gain contextual information through collecting and distributing existing knowledge
of settled refugees [4].
With the refugee crises extending in duration across the globe,
organizations in the host countries of refugees increasingly take on
bottom-up community approaches in the development of refugees’
livelihoods [1, 60]. Humanitarian service providers are seeking sustainable approaches to engage the affected population in building
new lives.
However, challenges like a lack of information infrastructure and
channels for information sharing persist [53]. Refugees also constantly experience low sense of belonging [19, 30]. Many refugees
in the world, especially those residing in rural camps, lack reliable cellular connectivity as well as Internet access. Therefore, it
is harder to meet their informational needs, with resulting effects
for community building in these increasingly dire and prolonged
situations.
Social media could be a powerful enabler to foster a sense of
belonging and community, but it has yet to be adequately investigated. From a previous study in the Za’atari Syrian refugee camp in

